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I. Market News 

1. Survey on the risk disclosure reports 

Many listed companies have been preparing to deal 
with various risks that are also being diversified.  
Among the companies listed on the first section of the 
Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) and having their fiscal 
year end in March 2020, there were 1,305 companies 
who submitted the securities reports by the end of 
August, according to Nikkei Shimbun, Japan’s leading 
financial daily.  Based on the analysis of these reports, 
94% of the companies described more on risks than 
they did in the previous fiscal year. 

On 31 January 2019, Cabinet Office Ordinance on 
Disclosure of Corporate Affairs, etc. was amended, and 
in relation to business risks, the amended ordinance 
requires companies to enhance description on the 
securities report from their fiscal year ending on 31 
March 2020 and onwards.  It aims to support investors 
to better understand about the companies, and require 
detailed description on risks, the likelihood and timing 
of occurrence, impact to the business, and major 
countermeasures. 

Among various risk factors, references to “pandemic” 
by many companies as a risk factor has surged, up 
from 31% to 93%.  This reflects a fact that COVID-19 
has been a real threat to all businesses. 

53% of companies referred to “cyber attacks” as one of 
the risk factors from 37% last year, as it causes system 
outage and significant financial damage.  Reference 
to “supply chain” has doubled from 18% to 39%, as 
supply of raw materials and components has been 
getting tight due to China U.S trade friction. 

According to a survey conducted by Microsoft in 2019 
with 1,500 companies globally (over 90% was non-
Japanese) in relation to cyber attacks, 79% of them 
raised cyber attacks as one of the top five risks.  In 
comparison, Japanese companies seem to be less 
alert to cyber attacks as a risk factor than major global 
companies in other countries. 

Recognition toward “supply chain” as a risk factor 
differs by industry.  In automobile industry, 73% of the 
companies selected “supply chain” as one of the risk 
factors, as they learned a lesson from the Great East 
Japan Earthquake in 2011.  On the other hand, 
machinery industry, who receive supplies from many 
parts manufacturers, as automobile industry does, 
remained at 56%.  Pharmaceutical and food industry 
also remained around at 50%. 

Having correct recognition on the risks for 
management is the first step for the preparation on 
crisis.  To recognize what risks are real threat to the 
business is the name of the game.  Based on the 
appropriate risk recognition, companies need to come 
up with effective measures to take, in order to 
strengthen resilience. 

Information compiled from Financial Services Agency, Nikkei 
Shimbun & Mizuho research 
 

2. Expectation for the external directors to play 
an important role 

To strengthen corporate governance, external directors 
are expected to play an important role.  In July, 
Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) 
formulated and announced the “Practical Guidelines for 
Independent Directors (Guidelines)”, following a survey 
to external directors of the companies listed on the 1st 
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and 2nd section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) 
and discussions held by the Corporate Governance 
System Study Group.  It intends to promote 
supervision on effective management by external 
parties, through dialogues with investors and 
appropriate involvement to management strategies and 
directors’ remuneration.  Now, companies have been 
shifting their interest toward how they can secure 
people with skill and quality for their external directors, 
from how many external directors they can secure, 
according to Nikkei Shimbun, Japan’s leading financial 
daily. 

External directors have become popular, after the 
government placed it as a priority under the growth 
strategy in 2013.  According to the TSE, 95% of listed 
companies in the 1st section appointed two or more 
independent external directors in 2020, which has 
greatly increased from 48% in 2015.  Companies with 
external directors of more than one third of all directors 
now account for 60% of all the companies at TSE 1st 
section. 

External director system has widely been accepted, but 
METI believes that quality greatly varies depending on 
the companies.  There seems to be more rooms to 
improve.  The Guidelines announced by METI in July 
presented the best practices expected for external 
directors. 

This mainly include (i) to get involved in setting an 
agenda for the board meeting from a medium-to-long 
term perspective, (ii) to support establishing an 
appropriate motivation for the management, by getting 
involved in setting director remuneration and 
nomination of management, and (iii) to reflect their 
views they learned from communication with 
shareholders in the discussions at the board meeting.  
Especially in relation to (i) above, as the agenda for the 
board meeting tends to be specific and detailed if 
prepared by the execution side, the Guidelines intends 
to make use of the knowledge of external directors by 
setting up discussions on medium-to-long term 
management strategies in the agenda. 

For Japanese companies, the role of management and 
supervision are not clearly separated in general.  It is 
often pointed out that management without appropriate 
checking mechanism tends to be unwilling to take 
risks, which often lead the company to miss growth 
opportunities.  It is expected for independent external 

directors to lead the company to grow further by taking 
appropriate risks.  Especially, their opinions for 
aggressive corporate acquisitions or withdrawals from 
business that cannot expect future profit is valuable.  
An incumbent external director of a company said 
“Internal directors may not be willing to express such 
opinions.  That’s what external directors should do.” in 
the Guideline.  Items of (ii) and (iii) above may also 
prompt management to take appropriate risks. 

However, Nikkei Shimbun reports that external 
directors are not functioning to the fullest extent in 
many companies.  For example, according to a survey 
conducted by METI to external directors, only 10% of 
the respondents replied they were having dialogues 
with institutional investors and/or shareholders.  In 
general, companies are negative to these dialogues 
due to the concern of increasing burden of the external 
directors.  As investors are getting tough on corporate 
governance, companies would have to make up their 
mind to make every effort to improve corporate 
governance even if it may cause them additional 
burden. 

Information compiled from Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry, 
Nikkei Shimbun, & Mizuho research 
 

3. Parent-subsidiary listings are diminishing 

Parent-subsidiary listing, where both the parent 
company and its subsidiary are publicly listed, are 
diminishing.  According to a research by Nikkei 
Shimbun, Japan’s leading financial daily, in FY2020, 15 
companies terminated or planned to terminate parent-
subsidiary listing as at September end.  Of the 15 
cases, 12 cases were for the listed subsidiary to 
become a substantially wholly owned subsidiary of a 
publicly traded parent company, and it has already 
reached the actual record in FY2019.  Market 
pressure towards parent-subsidiary listing, which could 
be a burden for corporate governance, is getting 
stronger, and this may prompt more companies to 
review double listing structure. 

Large scale group reorganization is coming up one 
after another, such as NTT buying the rest of the 
shares of NTT DOCOMO, a mobile service provider, to 
make it a wholly owned subsidiary.  In FY2020, Sony 
made a tender offer for Sony Financial Holdings, and 
ITOCHU for FamilyMart, a convenience store chain. 
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Subsidiary listings usually aim to raise funds for growth, 
to improve status and brand image as a listed 
company, and to boost employee morale.  In case of 
M&As between listed companies, some cases are 
carried out under a condition of maintaining the listed 
status of the acquired company. 

Parent-subsidiary listing is a group structure peculiar to 
Japan.  The number of listed subsidiaries (excluding 
indirectly owned subsidiaries under the intermediate 
holding company) reached the peak level of 417 at the 
end of FY2006, which accounted for nearly 20% of all 
listed companies.  Though it decreased to 259 
companies at the end of FY2019, around 7% of all 
listed companies, it is still exceptionally plenty in 
comparison to other countries.  In the U.S., case of a 
listed parent holding 50% or more shares of its listed 
subsidiary is less than 1%. 

One of the reasons of the recent surge in dissolving 
parent-subsidiary listing is that many companies 
started targeting overall optimization of the group to 
survive under the COVID-19.  Sony explained that its 
acquisition of Sony Financial Holding was to take all 
the profit that has been paid out externally as dividend, 
and to make use of its technology. 

Another reason is a pressure from the market that has 
been placing more importance on corporate 
governance.  For listed subsidiaries, independence 
from the parent company is subject to severe scrutiny 
to protect the rights of minority shareholders.  A U.S. 
proxy advisory firm has been, since February this year, 
recommending to vote against the appointment of top 
management of a listed subsidiary in case the number 
of independent external directors are less than one 
third of all directors. 

On the other hand, if a listed subsidiary has too strong 
influence within the group, that may give adverse effect 
on group management, which could result in 
discounting the corporate value of the listed parent by 
investors.  In the past few years, demerits of parent-
subsidiary listing have been getting more controversial. 

For the revision of corporate governance code planned 
next spring, ways of group management will be one of 
the focal points.  “Companies will be more required to 
account for how they position subsidiaries in their 
business strategy and why these subsidiaries need to 
be listed” says a market analyst.  Dissolution of 

parent-subsidiary listing structure may be an onset of 
group reorganization for not a few Japanese 
companies. 

Information compiled from Nikkei Shimbun & Mizuho research 
 

4. Keidanren announced recommendation for 
further utilization of online platform for AGMs 

Keidanren (Japan Business Federation), a 
comprehensive economic organization comprised of 
companies in Japan, nationwide industrial associations 
and regional economic organizations, announced a 
recommendation this month to further utilize online 
platform for AGMs.  Processes of AGMs have been 
digitalized in recent years, but due to COVID-19, 
digitalization of AGM has been becoming a matter of 
more interest than ever, and Keidanren made this 
recommendation with a view of how AGMs for next 
year could be further digitalized. 

Hybrid Shareholders Meetings with Virtual Observation 
is a scheme that shareholders can join the AGM online 
but are not regarded as attendants of the meeting 
under the Companies Act.  And Hybrid Shareholders 
Meeting with Virtual Attendance is a scheme that 
shareholders joining the meeting via internet are 
regarded as attendants.  Ministry of Economy, Trade, 
and Industry announced the “Guidelines on 
Approaches to Hybrid Virtual Shareholder Meetings” in 
February to present certain guidance for both 
schemes.  However, considering what kind of 
measures are available to further utilize these 
schemes, Keidanren suggested matters to be clarified, 
such as (i) the government to allow holding a hybrid 
shareholders meeting with voice data communications 
only, and (ii) the government to allow prohibiting  
recording or reprinting of AGMs, etc., in the 
government guideline. 

For Hybrid Shareholders Meeting with Virtual 
Attendance, there are concerns toward risks of a 
lawsuit being filed for cancelling the shareholders’ 
meeting resolution if communication lines are 
interrupted. In order to avoid issues that would cause 
legal defects to the AGMs as much as possible, 
Keidanren recommended that the government should 
present its comments on the following issues. 
(i) Meeting resolutions would be regarded legally 

valid if the communication system issuer used at 
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the AGM is found reliable based on its reasonable 
judgement. 

(ii) Issuers would be regarded to have taken sufficient 
preventive measures for illegal impersonation if 
they take reasonable measures for identification of 
participants. 

(iii) Size of the venue would be deemed as sufficient if 
it can accommodate a number of people that is 
reasonably estimated from the number of 
shareholders who are joining to the AGM via 
internet. 

(iv) How to proceed the Q&A session at the AGM 
would be left up to the chairman to a reasonable 
extent. 

The Companies Act requires a physical venue for the 
AGM, which makes it extremely difficult to hold virtual-
only shareholders meeting under the circumstance.  
However, virtual-only shareholders meetings have 
been already taking place in some countries.  And the 
development of communication technology may make 
it possible to host AGMs completely online with a 
facility of bidirectional and real-time communication to 
a reasonable extent. 

Therefore, Keidanren says, one solution would be to 
establish a special law that allows issuers to have an 
option to host a virtual-only shareholders meeting for 
upcoming AGMs in June 2021.  And if the Companies 
Act would need to be amended at some time later, it 
would be necessary to review the way AGM should be, 
such as review of resolutions, requirements for 
shareholder proposal rights, and how accountability 
and rights for motion should be at AGM, etc.  
Keidanren also stated that, if virtual-only shareholders 
meetings would be allowed, it would be necessary to 
take appropriate measures for the following matters in 
order for issuers to handle them with flexibility (i) how 
physical attendance to AGM would influence the 
effectiveness of voting rights exercised in advance, (ii) 
how questions and motions made online should be 
handled, and (iii) how effectiveness of the AGM would 
be if there were any interruptions with the 
communication system during the AGM. 

Further, considering of possible delays in preparing 
and auditing financial statements, etc. due to COVID-
19, temporary measures were taken to allow disclosure 
of financial statements for the AGM on the website this 
year. Keidanren recommended to make this 
permanent. 

Details of the recommendation made by Keidanren is 
available (in Japanese only) in the following URL:  
https://www.keidanren.or.jp/policy/2020/092.html 

Information compiled from Keidanren, Ministry of Economy, Trade, 
and Industry & Mizuho research 
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II. New Equities Listing Approvals 

Listing 
Date 

Name of Company ISIN Code MKT 

Oct-30 Retty JP3980350007 M 

Nov-19 arara JP3125700009 M 

Nov-25 MIT Holdings JP3895150005 J 

Nov-26 GEOCODE JP3386730000 J 

Nov-27 Creema JP3269770008 M 

Nov-30 Vario Secure JP3778490007 T 

*Information compiled based on postings from the TSE (T), Mothers 
(M), NSE (N)、FSE (F), SSE (S) & JASDAQ (J), Tokyo Pro Market 
(P) 
**Board lot size is unified to 100 
 
 

III. Foreign Ownership Limit Ratio 
Click for up-to-date FOL information: 
http://www.mizuhobank.com/service/custody/actions.ht
ml 

 
 

Please visit our Custody homepage on the Web at: 
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